
Our growing company is hiring for an analyst, functional. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for analyst, functional

Analyze, develop and facilitate the documentation of business and technical
requirements impacting HMDB and translate into specifications and
functional designs through build, testing and deployment
Work with IT on all matters related to HawaiianMiles (the program) and the
HawaiianMiles database (HMDB), including data quality, database
functionality, and database performance
Scope, define and drive critical business initiatives to enhance company
performance in the Sales and Marketing areas to enable CRM capabilities
through system configuration
Translate abstract concepts in to clear and actionable deliverables and drive
business stakeholders toward consensus and decisions
Analyze business process and design scalable solutions to increase
operational maturity and productivity
Provide guidance for the business solutions, based on deep functional
knowledge of the CRM system with a focus on 360-degree view of customer
and ability to design/implement system solutions from customer experience
perspective
Articulate business needs to development team, including communicating
business drivers, goals, and nuances, , detailed written specifications
Lead and participate in testing efforts to ensure high quality deliverables,
ensuring system is working as designed before turn over for business
acceptance testing
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Day-to-day maintenance of data in planning systems (V6 / 1 Supply / Beacon /
SP / UCT)

Qualifications for analyst, functional

Business, Telecommunications or Information Systems degree
Ability to break down complex analysis into simple easy to understand
concepts
Position requires an Active Secret Security Clearance, which requires United
States of America Citizenship
At least finished Bachelor degree (preferably in a related field, such as
human-computer interaction, information systems, mechanical or electrical
engineering)
Excellent verbal and written communication and presentation skills in English
required, Dutch proficiency is preferred
At least 5 years working experience with at least 3 years in this function


